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About This Game

DSquad War is a thrilling shooting action game!
A criminal is trying to escape from the police. Help him out as he fights angry officers! With 2 characters to choose from, 12

levels and 3 different environments.
Test your abilities against the skilled cops. Their mission is to stop you. The game becomes increasingly hard since the farther

you go, the more enemies you have to fight. Game requires skills, strategy and speed.
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dsquad war steam. d squad clone wars

This game is dumb. There are no tutorials or tooltips whatsoever. I had to go to the store page to find out the winning conditions.
Also don't build too quickly or else worms and metorites will smite your buildings. If this looks interesting, go buy an actual
management like Sim City or Tropico instead.. Almost as fun as coke. My\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665does
not work correctly. I have to say I was pleasantly surprised by Subnautica, even after watching all of the playthroughs and the
development stuff.

I want to start out by saying I am terrified of video game water. Not even like Markiplier's ocean fear - I have a really bad
phobia of video game water, I always have, and I bought Subnautica partly to show the developers some love and partly because
I thought that since I had already seen the game played through multiple times and thus knew all the scary stuff that would
happen, I would be able to manage my anxiety and push my boundaries without traumatising myself. It's actually really hard to
be a gamer who has a panic attack every time you have to jump into water. You know how many games don't have an
underwater level? Not many.

So anyways, I bought Subnautica, I loaded it up, I spent my first 24 hours of gameplay being terrified of the safe shallows and
googling the scary noises, and eventually I became comfortable enough to actually play it. That's my first big passionate thumbs
up for Subnautica - if you want to just hide in your lifepod for the first little while and be scared of everything, you can. If you
want to speedrun it and race to the Auroura within a couple of days, you can do that too. Whilst you do have limitations like
your oxygen, you get to advance pretty quickly if you want to. The game lets you set your own pace within reason, and I love
any game that does that, especially games that have horror elements. A lot of people think it detracts from the fear when you're
not being shoved into the scary stuff headfirst, but personally I think it enhances it when you know there's scary stuff there and
you have to brace yourself for it and face it on your own schedule.

My second big love for this game is that regardless of the speed you progress at, your progression is going to be well paced and
organic. You will find wrecks and tech when it is relevant, you will find new biomes at a well-spread pace, exploration is
necessary and richly rewarded, and so on. It's a bit like Skyrim but underwater in that respect - you can spend days and days of
play just exploring places. This does lead to one of my few gripes with this game, however - there's no map. Yes I know there's
an interactive and very very good map online, but you've crashed with a PDA that can build you a submarine from raw ore and
stalker teeth, you're gonna tell me it can't drum up a basic map? Similarly I have accidentally fallen off of the edge of the world
a couple of times and been harshly, harshly punished for it. That shouldn't be a thing when your pocket it smarter than you and
constantly scanning your environment. But seriously that's a tiny gripe, and the game doesn't bomb every time I minimise it to
check my co-ordinates, so that's nice.

Third, the visuals. Oh my word this game is beautiful. And fourth, the audio, my goodness, the music, the sound effects,
everything. I have honestly just gone into this game in creative mode and planted my character in a safe area and used it as a
screensaver while I did chores, it's so freaking pretty. There are times when it has difficulties loading itself, but that's
understandable and actually kind of advantageous - I can see fragments, wrecks, and bases easily because they load sooner than
the landscape around them, so I'm not gonna complain.

Fifth, the characters are great. You only get little glimpses of them, but you can tell that someone fleshed out every single
character you learn about. They have their own distinct voices, speech patterns, philosophies, sense of humour, goals,
everything. I actually have a bit of a crush on a certain character even though their entire involvement in the game is about 4
minutes of voice acting, they're just so cool. Also harking back to the second point about organic progression, you'll keep
finding little bits from other people pretty much throughout the game, and you'll have another awesome character taking over
towards the end when you've run out of life pods and bases to investigate.

Sixth, the humour. I feel like it doesn't get enough credit, but your sassy little pocket momma (the PDA or whatever it is) is
awesome. She'll tell you you're entering a danger zone and ask "are you sure whatever you're doing is worth it" or give you
encouraging pep talks like "your chance of survival has just increased to 'unlikely, but plausible'" as you go. I love her.

But finally, and the biggest one - the story, the lore, the actual plot of the game. A lot of it is stuff you can skip if you want to,
it's scannable stuff and reading, but the important things are freaking phenomenal, from Empy's first contact to the subtle yin-
yang symbolism and her final message for you, the whole thing with the KV, the Auroura's mission, the time capsules and their
implication when you reach the end of the game... it's all awesome. Every single second of it.
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And this all sort of ties in together as well to a sort of bonus point. Yes, I mentioned pacing, yes, I mentioned the epic story, but
what I can't really convey in either of those points is the way you read a certain part of the story where you've peaked the main
hump of the plot, you're sent on a fetch-quest to make the cool stuff happen, you think it's gonna be tedious AF, and then you
realise it's basically just outside the door of the quest-giver and you can get on and do the cool stuff after a token effort.
Similarly, going from the end of the plot to the end of the game is a well-paced wind-down of resource gathering, it's safe, it's
easy to access (for the most part. In my playthrough I had to build a second freaking submarine. Trust me, if you plant yours in
the lava lakes, just leave it there and go back and forth. Just trust me.) and it's just long enough to bring you down at the end of
the gameplay whilst also being engaging enough that you don't begrudge doing it. It's a perfect bit of aftercare after a demanding
play session. It's lovely.

Overall I cannot recommend this game enough. Even if you hate water and\/or horror games, even if you've already seen the
playthroughs, I still recommend it whole-heartedly. Even if it's just to show the developers some love, I cannot *not*
recommend this game. Absolutely, 100%, yes, buy it, play it, love it, come back to it another time maybe. It's a phenomenal bit
of game creation, even if you it's not your preferred genre.. As a fan of point-and-click adventures, this baby was right up my
alley, albeit a bit easy. But that didn't matter because being inside this world was gloriously atmospheric and fun.

Note: I recommend turning your chaperone as low as you can go, you won't really need it and it will just break immersion. I just
had the developer setting on my Vive which would show the floor lines on the lightest setting (least opaque) it had.

To it's credit, I am very much looking forward to any continuation of this and would shell out moolah for it.
Spoiler for those who have played already:  I've never wanted to put on a dress till I played this game!
It's very linear, but as a narrative AND as a short intro to a series, it wouldn't make sense to do it another way.
Enjoy! This is the kind of stuff one wants in VR.. This game is stupid. It just tells you how to move and your done. I pressed
every button and still I could not eat drink or attack.. I really wanted to enjoy this game as, while it's true there are better titles
out there, I found it fairly enjoyable.

However the enemies are synonymous with buckets for the amount of bullets you can stick in them. But even the spongey
enemies didn't deter me as they came in with reasonable numbers and employed tactics (or the extent the game could offer) in a
fight.

And then I met a hallway of bugs.
Dear god the bugs.
Bugs that came in an endless horde.
Now I don't mind a good swarm enemy - a zerg rush that does a ton of damage if you let them get around you, but easy to kill
off - like the zombies in Left 4Dead.
But these bugs were as tanky as the tankiest soldier we had met by that point, offered no relief in their advance and could knock
you down in a mere three hits.

So, while I really wish I could have played the game as I was enjoying it - these bugs were a stroke too far and forced me to
dislike the game and thus I do not recommend it.

Although who knows? Maybe you'll find you like it - just try and get it cheap, yeah?. Fun fun game but wayyy too unmanageble
for a single player. For someone who has nobody to play with :(, this game is rather hard for me.

edit: on day 60+ and it is impossible for me to pass the third food critic on single player. I have tried just focusing on the food
critic himself and ignoring all other customers but that has not worked. Hope the developers can touch on this issue.. Clever
idea, poorly executed.
The concept of a tower defense game where you get to take over a gun yourself is pretty sweet. Sadly the controls are awkward
at best, and the perspective is claustrophobic and limited.
The maps are way too small for a decent tower defense game. I suspect this is a legacy of it having been a mobile game, but
there was no reason not to open things up a bit when porting it to PC.
Odd that right off the bat the game gifted me with so many coins I could buy just about everything up to the max level, seems
like something a developer would do who had given up on trying to make it actually a better game.
The graphics are pretty nice, the aliens look cool and the overall visual presentation is pretty good. The music is also decent, if
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somewhat repetitive.
I think most players will also find the game a bit under-explained, the common ability to hover over a button to get some idea of
what it does does not exist here. Not my idea of fun having to guess what so many of the buttons do.
For two bucks or less, might be worth the purchase, but keep your expectations low.
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This is definitely an epoch-making VR game, which is the Arizona sunshine of the Three Kingdoms edition.
I like it very much, I hope you do not give up!. 18 Floors promised, only 2 available. They ran out of funds or ran off with the
money but there was running going on. By the way it's buggy on Windows Mixed Reality devices and besides visual artifacts you
can't properly rotate notes, which is something you'll want to do a lot. Avoid.. A tough moral choice to make, considering
human's endless exploitation of natural resource, but
Kill it for extra XP and crown. this is a good mega man clone and improves on a lot of the old A.R.S.S.. it does take a bit to get
used to the controls as you aim and shoot with the mouse and use the keyboard for movement and jumping (i didn't bother
trying a controller as if i can't use the analog stick with fps i wasn't gonna try it here) but this lets you shoot anything in a 360
degree arc.

the upgrades, armors, and new weapons are nice and make the game fun. i only have 1 issues with is game though and that is
this game ends on a cliffhanger and instead of making a #2 they made this game. one minor thing is that 1 didn't like the girls
face in this one. it looks odd, or out of place but i'm not 100% on whats wrong with it.. The follow-up to Confess my Love takes
place right in the aftermath of the first game. The actual main game is a much smaller game than its predecessor, so getting the
DLC is adviced. It plays similar to the original where almost all of the game takes place inside the classroom and the multiple
endings differ depending on what flags you activate. It's quite a dark game (not just the colors) dealing with the themes of
bullying and abuse.

I was surprised by how much better the game was compared with the first one, with the minimalist pixel graphics really shining.
The music and sound design is also much superior, this time really standing on their own and enhancing the experience; the only
thing left to desire is that there could be more of it. There's an unexpected attention to detail throughout the game that really
makes for a better game.

The DLC has two variations where the creator urges the player to play through one before the other. I can only echo this
sentiment, where in a Nieresque manner the second playthrough illuminates the parts shrouded in darkness in the first
playthrough.

All in all, it's a small indie affair, it's not going to make anyone's game of the year, but it is a good game for those who enjoy
short little (game maker) RPGs with a dark tone and somber story (think Yume Nikki). Besides, it's reasonably priced and you
support a Chinese indie developer so at the very least it could be this year's good deed.
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